
New washing machines keep this construction firm’s equipment 
clean, enhancing workplace safety during specialized underwater 
telecom and other technology repairs

BACKGROUND

Quebec-based specialized construction firm services and repairs 
difficult-to-reach submerged underwater cables and equipment. 
Besides SCUBA equipment for commercial divers, dry suits, 
safety harnesses, ropes, and other gear must be clean and 

grease-free to function correctly.

CHALLENGE

This construction firm requires powerful, heavy-duty commercial 
laundry equipment to clean and sanitize commercial diving 
equipment and safety gear. Working in muddy underwater 
environments with grease and other residue soiling gear and 
equipment is a messy business and a serious safety hazard. 

The residential grade washer they were using kept breaking 
down due to the heavy loads. Equipment had to be done in 
smaller loads consuming valuable employee time.

SOLUTION 

Coinamatic was chosen to supply the solution based on experience and the availability of equipment, meaning a rapid 
solution with a high-quality brand. For this application, our team recommended a larger, more powerful 55 lb. capacity 
commercial washer with double the capacity of the washer they were using. 

The power of the commercial laundry system quickly cleaned SCUBA gear and safety equipment such as dry suits,
ropes and harnesses, removing saturated dirt, grease, and grime. Double capacity means fewer loads and time saved. 
Clean gear and equipment free of dirt and grime helps to maintain high safety standards. 

The customer is delighted with the system and is experiencing immediate benefits in laundry results and customer care.  
Under the TotalCare® Program, fast, expert service is just a call away. The new system has delivered peace of mind, 
unmatched efficiency, and performance, providing the firm with the highest standards in laundry cleanliness. 

THE BENEFIT

• Heavy duty capability and increased capacity

• Increased efficiency and better laundry results

• Less downtime and on-time service response

C A S E  S T U D Y

Learn more about our commercial laundry equipment 

or our TotalCare® program. 

Call 1-877-755-5302  or email  info@cclcommerciallaundry.com www.coinamatic.com
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